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Abstract 
The Veno-venous Extra Corporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) indica-
tions and usage has strikingly progressed over the last years; especially with 
the COVID 19 pandemic, it has become an essential tool in the care of adults 
and children with severe pulmonary dysfunction refractory to conventional 
management. In this article, we will provide a review of ECMO development, 
clinical indications, patients’ management, options and cannulations tech-
niques, complications, outcomes, and the appropriate strategy of organ man-
agement while on ECMO. 
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1. Introduction 

Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is a severe pulmonary and sys-
temic disease with a high mortality rate, especially in the most severe forms with 
refractory hypoxemia. Despite the use of exceptional adjunctive therapies, mor-
tality exceeds 60% [1]. This has motivated some teams to use an extracorporeal 
circuit combining a centrifugal pump and a membrane oxygenator, providing 
total pulmonary assistance allowing blood oxygenation and CO2 extraction, this 
technique is also called ECMO for Extra Corporeal Membrane Oxygenation [2]. 
This review is a practical summary of VV ECMO. 

2. ARDS Definition 

The most common indication for ECMO in respiratory failure is severe ARDS, 
which is basically defined by the presence of bilateral infiltrates on chest imaging 
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within 7 days of an inciting event and impaired oxygenation (PaO2/FIO2 ratio < 
100 mm Hg while receiving positive-pressure ventilation), which is not fully ex-
plained by cardiogenic pulmonary edema [3]. 

The acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) was defined in 1994 by the 
American-European Consensus Conference (AECC); since then, issues regard-
ing the reliability and validity of this definition have emerged. Using a consensus 
process, a panel of experts convened in 2011 and developed the Berlin Defini-
tion, composed of 3 mutually exclusive categories of ARDS based on degree of 
hypoxemia: mild (PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 300 mm Hg), moderate (PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 200 mm 
Hg), and severe (PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 100 mm Hg) [3]. 

ARDS is an acute, diffuse, inflammatory lung injury that leads to increased 
pulmonary vascular permeability, pulmonary compliance reduction, ventila-
tion/perfusion mismatch, consolidation and alveolar collapses, surfactant defect 
and systemic repercussions via inflammatory cytokine release. 

The standard of care for invasive mechanical ventilation in ARDS is a volume- 
and pressure-limited ventilation strategy, which improves survival, in large part 
through the minimization of ventilator-associated lung injury (VALI). 

3. ECMO 

ECMO stands for a circulatory and/or ventilatory assistance technique allowing 
respiratory or cardiac support while the underlying pathology is reversed or re-
solved. There are two main types of ECMO: venous (VV) and venous arterial 
(VA), they each have precise indications, advantages but also common and spe-
cific complications. 

It requires a specific and specialized environment with trained staff capable of 
managing its associated difficulties and possible complications. 

4. Physiology 

ECMO refers to a circuit that directly oxygenates and removes carbon dioxide 
from blood through an extracorporeal gas exchange device, commonly referred 
to as a membrane oxygenator. The oxygenator consists of a semipermeable 
membrane that separates a blood compartment from a gas compartment, allow-
ing only gas molecules to diffuse between compartments.  

At the time of ECMO initiation, catheters (or cannulas) are placed in central 
vessels. Deoxygenated blood is drained from the body by an external pump, after 
which it passes through the membrane oxygenator and is reinfused back into the 
patient. When the drainage and reinfusion cannulas are both located in central 
veins, the circuit is referred to as venovenous ECMO, and the device provides 
gas exchange support only. When blood is drained from a vein and reinfused 
into an artery, it is referred to as venoarterial ECMO, and the circuit provides 
both gas exchange and circulatory support [4]. 

Typically, venovenous ECMO is used for respiratory failure such as ARDS 
whereas veno-arterial ECMO is indicated in cases with respiratory and hemo-
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dynamic instability. 

5. Indications for Venovenous ECMO 

The most common indication for ECMO in respiratory failure is severe ARDS. It 
is also the only indication with a high level of evidence through randomized 
controlled studies. Other potential indications based only on cohort studies in-
clude: acute hypercapnic respiratory failure, a bridge to lung transplantation or 
as a primary graft dysfunction after lung transplantation, or in case of pulmo-
nary hypertension with right ventricular failure [4]. 

In all cases, ECMO is considered as a temporary solution biding for recovery 
of the underlying condition or for a lung transplant [5]. 

6. Contraindications 

Relative contraindications to ECMO in acute respiratory failure include the 
prolonged use of high-pressure ventilation or high FIO2, limited vascular access, 
contraindications to the use of anticoagulation, and the presence of any condi-
tion or organ dysfunction that would limit the likelihood of overall benefit from 
ECMO (eg, severe irreversible brain injury or untreatable metastatic cancer). An 
absolute contraindication to ECMO is the presence of severe irreversible respi-
ratory failure if transplantation will not be considered. 

The assessment process can be based on progonostic scoring systems that help 
risk stratify patients being considered for ECMO in respiratory failure [6]. 

The decision to implant ECMO requires careful assessment of the risk-benefit 
balance. The contraindications must be respected insofar as these patients can 
no longer live without ECMO with a highly improbable recovery and are not 
candidates for definitive therapy, which constitutes for a real ethical dilemma 
[7]. 

7. Complications 

ECMO is an invasive therapy associated with multiple complications, ranging 
from hemorrhage to thromboembolic events and an increased risk of infection 
[8] [9]. This implies the need for continuous systemic anticoagulation to main-
tain ECMO circuit patency and minimize the risk of thrombosis in both the cir-
cuit and the patient; this requires a strict balance control of both thrombotic risk 
and the potential hemorrhagic complications [10]. 

Hematological disorders are also very commonly associated to ECMO prac-
tice, including hemolysis, thrombocytopenia, acquired Von Willebrand syn-
drome and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy [4] [11]. 

8. Evidence for ECMO Use as a Treatment Line in ARDS 

ECMO has been developed as a second line management therapy for severe 
ARDS cases, and has recently been the object of randomized controlled trials to 
establish its efficacy and safety.  
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Many Cohort series demonstrated a high survival rate in patients with severe 
ARDS using ECMO and pressure-supported ventilation with minimal sedation 
[12] [13]. 

The results of the EOLIA trial were published in 2018 involving patients with 
very severe forms of ARDS defined by a PaO2/FiO2 ratio of less than 50 mmHg 
for more than 3 hours or less than 80 mmHg for more than 6 hours or respira-
tory acidosis with a pH < 7.25 and a paCO2 > 60 mmhg for more than 6 hours. 
Patients were randomized to receive either conventional treatment (control 
group) or immediate venous-venous ECMO. Cross-over to ECMO was possible 
for patients in the control group who had refractory hypoxemia. The primary 
endpoint was 60-day mortality. 

Among the very severe ARDS patients in the EOLIA study, the 60-day mortal-
ity was not significantly lower with the use of ECMO as a rescue treatment 
compared to a conventional ventilatory strategy. In addition, the rate of he-
morrhagic or ischemic complications was similar between the two groups [14]. 

However, a post-hoc Bayesian analysis of the EOLIA data showed a high like-
lihood of survival benefit with ECMO under a broad set of assumptions [15]. 

A recently published meta-analysis suggests that the use of venovenous 
ECMO in adults with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome was associated 
with reduced 60-day mortality compared with conventional mechanical ventila-
tion. However, venovenous ECMO was also associated with a moderate risk of 
major bleeding [16]. 

The role of ECMO in the most severe forms of ARDS is evolving. It is not a 
substitute for lung-protective ventilation and adherence to other proven strate-
gies, when such strategies are available and applied appropriately. Likewise, the 
use of algorithm based treatments and selection of patients suitable for ECMO 
therapy is a must as it should not be considered as a first-line therapy for ARDS 
rather than a justified decision under specific circumstances when the current 
standard of care is insufficient to support the patient [17]. 

9. Prognosis 

Few large scale studies have evaluated long term quality recovery of survival pa-
tients after severe ARDS who benefited from ECMO assistance. A follow-up 
program including twenty-one long term survivors showed that the majority of 
patients had good physical and social functioning but a reduced health related 
quality of life according to the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ). 
Lung parenchymal changes on high-resolution computed tomography were 
suggestive of fibrosis and minor pulmonary function abnormalities remained 
common and can be detected more than 1 year after ECMO [18]. 

10. Conclusion 

ECMO is an assistance technique capable of supporting severe hematosis dis-
orders in acute respiratory failure, with data showing potential benefits for im-
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proving survival in patients with severe ARDS. Its use should remain in centers 
sufficiently experienced with the procedure in specific indications as additional 
research is needed before ECMO can be recommended for more extensive prac-
tice. 
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Abstract 
Background: The basal metabolic rate has a scaling by tumor mass on the 
exponent of 3/4, while a simple surface-supplied volume of the mass would 
have a lower exponent, 2/3. The higher exponent can be explained by opti-
mizing the overall energy distribution in the tumor, assuming that the target 
is four-dimensional. There are two possible ways of approximating the me-
tabolic rate of the malignant tumor: 1) the volume blood-supply remains, but 
the surface and the length of the vessel network are modified; or 2) assuming 
that the malignant cell clusters try to maximize their metabolic rate to energ-
ize their proliferation by the longer length of the vessels. Our objective is to 
study how vascular fractality changes due to the greater demand for nutrients 
due to the proliferation of cancerous tissue. Results: It is shown that when a 
malignant tumor remains in expected four-dimensional volumetric condi-
tions, it has a lower metabolic rate than the maximal metabolic potential in 
the actual demand of the proliferating cancer tissue. By maximizing the me-
tabolic rate in malignant conditions, the allometric exponent will be smaller 
than 3/4, so the observed “dimensionality” of the metabolic rate versus mass 
becomes greater than four. The first growing period is exponential and keeps 
the “four-dimensional volume”, but the growth process turns to the sigmoidal 
phase in higher metabolic demand, and the tumor uses other optimizing 
strategies, further lowering the scaling exponent of metabolic rate. Conclu-
sion: It is shown that a malignant cellular cluster changes its metabolic scal-
ing exponent when maximizing its energy intake in various alimentary condi-
tions. 
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Vascularity 

 

1. Introduction 

The highly organized living systems are energetically open and far from thermal 
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equilibrium [1]. Its physical phenomena are collective and have strong physical 
roots [2]. Structures built up by anabolism and store information in the open 
system [3]. The living matter is heterogeneous, having numerous different elec-
trolytes engulfed by specialized tissues or lipids enveloping isolated aqueous 
electrolytes in definite structures. The isolating layers control the chemical and 
physical reactions between the electrolytes and regulate the complex interactions. 
The fundamental division of electrolytes is between the cytosol (the intracellular 
electrolyte) and the Extracellular Matrix (ECM). The membrane is a complexly 
organized multifunctioning part. This double lipid layer regulates the informa-
tion and ionic exchange between the intra and extracellular reagents, having a 
vital role in the energy distribution and production of the entire system. The 
mass of the living object is volume dependent (scaling by 3), while the surface is 
scaled only by 2. Consequently, we expect an exponent for mass-dependence of 
energy exchange (metabolism) as 2/3, the ratio of the cell surface to the cell vo-

lume (
2

2 3
3

r r
r

∝ = ). So the expected metabolic power ( metP ) in rest state (Basal 

Metabolic Power, BMP) dependence vs. mass (M) is expected:  
2
3

metP BMP M M α= ∝ =                     (1) 

However, the experiments show a variation of exponents, the 2 3α =  is not 
shared. When the metabolism is concentrated on surfaces, the 2 3α ≈  well 
approaches reality. On the other hand, when it is centered on the energy re-
sources, the exponent is close to 3 4α ≈ . When the whole mass of the organ-
ism is involved in the metabolic energy exchange, the exponent is near to 1α ≈ . 
In complete demand, the actual body-part (organ or whole-body) needs max-
imally available energy supply, proportional to its mass, so the scaling exponent 
is 1α =  in this case [4]. In this case, the actual demand decides about the me-
tabolic power and not the geometry. Of course, both the extremes are not ideal 
for the living object and could not follow evolutional requests. What is optimal? 
Despite the different exponential power, one feature is strictly common, all the 
experiments show power-scale (called scaling) in a few orders of magnitudes of 
the parameters, which is linear in the double logarithmic plot:  

( ) ( )ln lnmetP Mα∝ ⋅                        (2) 

The scaling behavior is the consequence of the self-similarity of the living ob-
jects [5] [6]. The fundamental phenomenon behind it is the relative proportional 
change of the parameters [7]. The fundamental principle was oriented on the 
changes of the same organism, which has to grow in collective harmony, so the 
relative growth of parts must have balanced growth [8]. The structure and regu-
lation of biosystems are complex. Various modern approaches have been devel-
oped in the last few decades to describe this complexity. The description of sta-
tistics of complex systems is far from the normal (Gaussian) distribution. Usual-
ly, power-law-tailed distributions (with a general exponent α) are applied:  

( )f x xα=                             (3) 
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There are various phenomena, including social, economic, physical, chemical, 
and biological, to be described by this function [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Despite 
the somewhat different fields of applications of the power law, it has a common 
root in complex systems: self-organization. The simplest fingerprint of the 
self-organized complexity is the self-similar or scale-free structures characterized 
by a power function. This power-function relation magnifies the ( )f x  by a 
constant only, m-dependent mαΞ =  value at any m magnification of x: 

( ) ( ) ( )f mx mx m x x f xα α α α= = = Ξ = Ξ               (4) 

Self-organization explains the evolution of the system [14], expressed in 
non-linear dynamics [15].  

The objective of this present article focuses on analyzing the metabolic ali-
mentation of the healthy tissues in normal conditions and the developing tu-
mors in two different conditions: 

1) When the tumor metabolizes as a homeostatic organized unit, the theoreti-
cally expected allometric exponent corresponds with the optimal healthy allo-
metry;  

2) When the tumor metabolism is not in such an “ideal” optimization of the 
metabolic supply, its alimentation is suboptimal, using the observed fractal be-
havior of its angio-structure.  

2. Method 

Fractal physiology describes the structural and dynamical properties of living 
organisms and their parts [16] [17], based on physical principles [18]. The 
self-similar behavior could be described by the normalized relative change of the 
magnitudes, similarly to the Weber-Fechner law [19] in psychophysics like:  

f x
f x

α∆ ∆
=                            (5) 

where α is a constant fitting factor. By integration, we get the (3):  

( ) ( ) ( )ln lnf x f x xαα= → =                   (6) 

The self-similar functional relation makes a “scale-invariance” feature due to 
the independence of the magnification, which is the fundamental behavior of the 
fractal structures, too [20].  

The power function is the central description of the scaling in (1), which bases 
the allometry of living organisms [21]. The original allometry idea was recog-
nized almost a hundred years ago [22], but the exciting question of the energiz-
ing of the life phenomena explained in connection of allometry is a half-century-old 
knowledge [23]. The connection between the homeostatic energizing level and 
the basal metabolic rate (B0) as a self-similar function of mass (m) of living ob-
jects is [24]:  

0B amα=                             (7) 
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where the two parameters are determined experimentally; a is the allometric 
coefficient, and α is the allometric exponent, and (7) is usually called bioscaling 
[25]. The usual regression analysis uses the logarithmic transformation of (7):  

( ) ( )0ln ln lnB m aα= +                      (8) 

which allows high linear accuracy and fits both parameters a and α well [26]. 
The literature has numerous debates about the theoretical allometric relation 
based on fractal calculus and the empirical fits based on probability calculus [27]. 
The B0 of living objects shows allometric scaling to its mass, which refers to the 
energy supply of the living mass of the volume. The (7) function gives a correct 
mathematical and biological framework for the complex bio-systems fractal stu-
dies [28]. The scaling power function of the mass describes it, and it has been 
shown valid in a broad category of living structures and processes [29]. The 
scaling considerations are applied not only in biology but broader, in the com-
plete biosystem as well [30]. The importance of understanding the challenges of 
the complexity of human medicine was recognized on this basis [31] [32]. 

In a simple formulation, metabolic processes are surface-dependent, while the 
mass is proportional to the volume. Therefore, the exponent of their ratio mir-
rors their dimensionality, and consequently, the exponent is 2/3 [33]. Complex 
living allometry most likely shows the exponent as 3/4 instead of 2/3 in a broad 
spectrum of living objects [34], or at least have no linearity in a double-logarithmic 
plot [35]. However, the large data-mining does not show an overall validity of 
the 3/4 exponent over 2/3 [36]. The curvature could be size-dependent in devel-
oping clusters by their size [37]. The 3/4 exponent could be described as a rela-
tion between the three-dimensional surface and the four-dimensional volume 
[38]. The explanation of the fourth dimension is based on the fractal structure of 
microcirculation [39], which supplies the energy demand according to a ho-
meostatic equilibrium (B0) in the living complexity. Life in this meaning is 
“four-dimensional”. Its metabolic exchange processes proceed on fractal surfaces, 
maximizing the available energy consumption, scaling even the fluctuation of 
the metabolic power in the universal scaling law as well [40].  

The optimization of energy consumption was formulated rigorously by the 
scaling idea and discussed in a universal frame, even on the energy-consumption 
subcellular level, including the mitochondria and respiratory complexes [41]. 
The allometry shows a structural, geometrical constraint for living organisms in 
homeostatic equilibrium.  

The metabolic scaling in cancer development is critical [42]. Contrary to the 
homeostatic homogeneity of the healthy tissue [43]; the functional heterogeneity 
of the solid tumor allows an abnormal organ self-possession of multiple cell-types 
and electrolytes like the Extracellular Matrix (ECM) lymph and blood-transports 
[44]. The tumor metabolism is based on the blood transport to the tumor. The 
logarithm of wet-weight of the tumor ( wetm ) and the tumor blood-flow ( tB ) 
have linear dependence [45], which was observed in model xenografts of ovarian 
cancer, so they have a bioscaling relation: 
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( ) ( ) 2

0.808

log 0.808log 0.436, 0.79, 0.001

0.6466
t wet

t wet

B m r p

B m−

= − − = <

 = ⋅ 
        (9) 

where the exponent is close to 3/4.  
The allometric scaling supposes three geometrical variables to define the op-

timization of the circulatory system in living objects: 
• The average length of the blood circulatory network (l); 
• The surface of the relevant material exchange of the blood circulation system 

(s); 
• The volume of the blood (v). 

Furthermore, we suppose that these parameters are represented by the 
self-similar, self-organized functions of the L value, which is characteristic of a 
given organ. Hence: 

, ,l s va a al L s L v L∝ ∝ ∝                    (10) 

Using the theoretical fractal explanation, the conditions are: 1la ≥ , 2sa ≥  
and 3va ≥ , from where: 

1 2 3
0 0 0, ,l s vl L s L v Lε ε ε+ + +∝ ∝ ∝                  (11) 

where 0 1lε≤ ≤ , 0 1sε≤ ≤ , and 0L  is the characteristic length. The first rela-
tion limits the pattern of the circulatory system to the maximum that could be 
planar, while the second is limited to a maximum, filling up a three-dimensional 
space. The third exponent vε  could be calculated because the exponents are 
not independent. The volume is proportional to the product of the surface and 
length: 

v s l∝ ×                           (12) 

consequently 

v l sε ε ε= +                         (13) 

Using these conditions, we obtain from (11):  
21

3 3
0

s

v vL v s v
ε

ε ε
+

+ +∝ → ∝                    (14) 

Furthermore, the actual volume of the blood is proportional to the actual mass 
of the given system or organ:  

3 1
0

vv L mε+∝ ∝                        (15) 

Considering (14) and (15), now we have: 
2

3
s

l ss m
ε

ε ε
+

+ +∝                         (16) 

The metabolism is a surface-controlled mechanism, so ( )BMR s∝ , conse-
quently: 

2
3

0

s

l sB m
ε

ε ε
+

+ +∝                        (17) 

If the living structure is geometric in conventional Euclidean meaning, then 
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0l s vε ε ε= = =  and therefore l s va a a= = ; consequently, the scaling is 

( )BMR mα∝ , where 
2

2 3
3

s

l s

ε
α

ε ε
+

= =
+ +

. When at least one of the 0lε ≠ , 

2 3α ≠ , which modifies the common simple dimensional approach of the me-
tabolic processes.  

3. Results 

The allometry gives a possibility to describe the development of the tumor [46]. 
It is valid for the primary cancer lesions but not always applicable in metastases 
[47]. We are dealing with primary tumors only. There are two ways of approx-
imating the allometric metabolic rate of a tumor:  

1) The theoretical approach accepts that a healthy life has a four-dimensional 
behavior connected to the highly self-organized, consequently self-similar hie-
rarchic order [48], we fix the exponent to 3/4.  

2) The experimental approach assumes that the cell cluster tries to maximize 
its metabolic rate [49], and this way, it modifies the scaling exponent from the 
value of 3/4. 

Both approaches depend on the environmental conditions of the tumor, 
mainly on the nourishment of the cells.  

3.1. Optimal Alimentation to Maximum Metabolic Rate 

Evolution maximized the surface where the nutrients are transferred from the 
blood to the cells, ensuring the best conditions of the living object, so:  

( ), maxl ss ε ε =                       (18) 

This task is equivalent to the minimizing of the reciprocal value of the expo-
nent in (16): 

3
min

2
l s

s

ε ε
ε

+ +
=

+
                     (19) 

with constraint conditions of: 

0 1, 0 1l sε ε≤ ≤ ≤ ≤                     (20) 

(19) can be transformed into 

3 1
1 min

2 2
l s l

s s

ε ε ε
ε ε

+ + +
= + =

+ +
                (21) 

Hence, considering (20), the minimum condition demands that:  

0, 1l sε ε= =                        (22) 

Substituting (22) into (11), the exponents of the self-similar structures are: 
3 4

0
1
0 0, ,l L s L v L∝ ∝ ∝                    (23) 

Consequently, in cases of ideal alimentation, these exponents are the fractal 
dimensions of the parameters of the network, and while the length is one di-
mensional, the surface is three, and the volume is four [38]. Because metabolism 
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is a surface-regulated process, ( )s BMR∝ , the scaling exponent of the meta-
bolic rate versus mass using (16) is 3/4:  

2 3
3 4

0

s

l sB s m m
ε

ε ε
+

+ +∝ ∝ =                    (24) 

and so 0B  in the unit mass 
1

0 4B
m

m
−

∝                         (25) 

Primarily the blood stream provides the metabolic supply, so the fractality of 
the vascular network could be decisional in its allometric evaluation. The condi-
tion of (24) maximizes the blood flow energizing all the parts of the volume for 
their optimum, providing a maximum metabolic rate.  

In consequence of (24), the life prefers the large masses as more effective 
energy-consumers in a unit volume shown in (25). However, on another side 
this process could lead to the loss of complex information, developing higher in-
stability of the system, arguing that this is a negative tendency manifest the “ag-
ing of life’s algorithm as a whole” [50]. The model could be applied by guessing 
when the energy supply is optimal, so the developed active surface cannot supply 
the actual demands. Two different sources are possible to create such a situation 
(1) the length of the supplier system changes (the constructional template dif-
fers), or (2) the volume of transport exchange is limited despite the growing de-
mands. Various irregularities originate both challenges could be a symptom of 
disease, like cancer [51]. 

3.2. Suboptimal Alimentation for Tumor 

The malignancy usually demands a higher energy input from its healthy envi-
ronment than the available. The tumor supply is suboptimal. The higher energy 
demand (usually exponential in starting phase [52]) forces to increase the length 
of the vessel network. In cancerous clusters, contrary to (22), the vascular fractal 
dimension ( vD ) of the supplying blood-vessel network ( 0

vDl L∝ ) is larger than 1, 
( 1vD ≥ ) [51]; consequently 0lε ≠  in the relation of (11). vD  could be meas-
ured by the box-counting method [51].  

According to (11), the actual active surface is evolutionary normal for 
self-organizing of healthy tissues ( 3

0s L∝ ). The extra energy demand of the in-
tensive proliferation changes the exponents of parameters in (11). In this case, 
the surface of the supply follows the evolution-requested exponent of 3 ( 1sε =  
from (22)) in the self-similar conditions, but the requested length changes:  

1 3
0 0 0,l vDl L L s Lε+∝ = ∝                      (26) 

where 0lε >  modifies the power of the transport measures, so the fractal or-
ganization of the transport lines is different. This type of change could be 
formed by neoangiogenesis satisfying the higher energy demand in cancerous 
tissues and could cause abnormalities as inflammation, thrombosis, varicose 
veins modification of the arteries, etc. The corresponding power-law for the ac-
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tual metabolic rate at the longer length of vessels, so the suboptimal metabolic 
rate in this phase ( 1soB ) from (24) is: 

2 3 3
3 4 3

1

s

l s l vD
soB m m m

ε
ε ε ε
+

+ + + +∝ = =                  (27) 

The apparent “dimension” of the reaction request for volume is ( )4 4lε+ > , 
the dimension increases. According to 1

0
ll L ε+∝  the measurable fractal dimen-

sion of the blood vessel network is 1v lD ε= + . In this way the lε  is measurable 
by the fractal dimension of the vessel structures [53], for example, with the 
box-counting method [51]. When 1.3vD =  [53], 0.3lε = , and the scaling ex-
ponent is 0.7 2 3α ≅ > . The Microvessel Fractal Dimension (MFD) (which is 
equivalent with (1 lε+ ) for renal cell carcinoma ranges between 1.30 - 1.66 [54], 
and correlates well with the tumor Microvessel Density (MVD) [54]. From (27) 
we know, when 0.478lε = , the scaling exponent describes a non-fractal-like 
structure, 2 3α = .  

When the tumor growth is so intensive that the available length of the vessel 
network cannot deliver appropriate energy, then another possible deviation from 
the homeostatic self-organization happens. In this case, the volume of the deli-
vered energy remains constant, which limits the energy supply. The tu-
mor-growth turns to sigmoidal this stage [55], usually follows Weibull distribu-
tion due to the self-similar development [6]. This could happen in severe hy-
poxia, low oxygen saturation in blood, anemia, various hematological diseases. 
In this case, the volume of the supply follows the evolution-requested exponent 
of 4 ( 1vε = ) (23), in the self-similar conditions in [53], but the requested length 
and surface is not enough for the proper work, so 1lε ′ >  and 1sε < . The 
self-similar conditions differ from (22) due to (13): 

1 3 4
0 0 0,,l ll L s L v Lε ε′ ′+ −∝ ∝ ∝                    (28) 

Consequently, at fixed four-dimensional volume, the metabolic surface reac-
tions behave by power-law of suboptimal metabolic rate in this phase: 

2 3 4
3 4 4

2

s l v
l s

D

soB m m m
ε ε

ε ε
+ ′ ′− −
′+ +∝ = =                   (29) 

Here the volume “dimension” of the reaction request is 4, but the actual con-
ditions are worse than optimal. The lε ′  again here also is measurable by the 
fractal dimension of the structures [56], in this case, the fractal dimension of the 
vessel system is 1v lD ε′ ′= + . For example, measuring the vascular fractal dimen-
sion in one disease as 1.41vD′ =  [51], we use 0.41lε ′ = , so the scaling exponent 
is 0.65α = . When 0.28lε ′ =  [56], the scaling exponent is 0.68p = . At 

0.33lε ′ = , the scaling exponent is the well-known 2 3α = . 
The exponents of the active transport surface in the two suboptimal supplies  

3 43 3 and
4 3 4 4

l v

l v

D
D

ε
α α

ε
′ ′− −′= = = =

+ +
            (30) 

Both these exponents are smaller than the optimal, and the exponent in the 
second phase of growth is the smallest (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The allometric development with the various exponents. 
The initial phase of tumor growth is exponential, and the allo-
metric scale follows the phase1 curve, while the intensive de-
velopment further decreases the exponent, which turns to a 
sigmoid phase in a tumor-specific time.  

 
Following the idea of “4-dimensionality”, the volume dimension changes in 

α , while the active surface in α′ . Both exponents are ≤3/4 because of the 
length fractal dimension >1. The mechanisms which cause this modification are 
different. The same exponent could be only in Euclidean non-fractal case, when 

1v vD D′= = . Due to 3vD <  and 3vD′ < , hence 0.5α >  and 0.25α′ > . The 
Mandelbrot calculated 2.7 for the fractal dimension of the arterial tree of the 
lung [57], which was supported by experiments later [58], the relevant changes 
are 0.526α ≈  and 0.325α′ ≈ . Both values are smaller than 2 3α = . 

Both non-optimal situations (defect of the length of transport way or limited 
transport against the demands) make the tissue under-energized, and the expo-
nent of the power-relation scaling down-regulated. In such a way, measuring the 
scaling exponent of metabolism and the fractal dimension of the supplying mi-
crovessels have a diagnostic value about the actual deviations from normal.  

4. Discussion 

The optimal alimentation in a healthy system makes the energy distribution ba-
lanced, supplying all requirements of the homeostatic state. The exponent 3/4 
has a strong predominance on a theoretical and empirical basis [59] in healthy 
homeostatic basal metabolic activity. The ideal nutrition supply supports onto-
genic growth. However, at least at larger sizes, the cancer growth never happens 
with an optimal nutrition supply; the cells compete intensively for the available 
energy sources. 

The cancer is out of the overall homeostatic balance. The tumor development 
certainly has a higher energy supply due to its proliferation than its healthy 
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counterpart needs. Due to the extra-large energy demand, the tumor develop-
ment’s alimentation in most cases is far from optimal, so the tumor is in a per-
manent energy deficiency. When the oxygen supply is limited, the first attempt 
to produce more ATP is the massive fermentative use of glucose, a simple and 
quick production mechanism. The cell extends its ATP production to fermenta-
tion by non- mitochondrial respiration, abandoning the more complicated 
Kerbs-cycle in the mitochondria [60].  

While the mitochondrial metabolism is always aerobic, its scaling exponent is 
nearly 3 4α =  [30]. However, the scaling of metabolic activity is also different 
in mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial processes [61]. The metabolic power 
not only depends on the active surface of the transport but also on the transport 
rate at the same active surface size. Due to the transport modifications at the 
changed metabolic pathway, the deviation from the 3/4 exponent could be re-
markable. The allometric scaling exponent of fermentative processes decreases 
to nearly 2/3. This last scaling exponent shows that the cell-membrane directly 
regulates the fermentation, and the surface/volume ratio controls the complete 
process, which could be anticipated from the direct linear dependence of the 
lactate production ( LV ) on the glucose-intake ( GV ) with a slope of ≅1 [45]: 

( ) ( ) 2log 0.977 log 0.108, 0.72, 0.001L GV V r p= + + = <        (31) 

while the bioscaling of the oxygen (
2OV ) and glucose ( GV ) intake [45] are even 

lower than 2/3, −0.570, and −0.523, respectively. 
Not only does the malignancy need an intensive extra metabolism. For exam-

ple, the benthic invertebrates (n = 215) have the lowest average scaling exponent 
( mean 0.63α = , [near to 2/3], mean 0.18CI = ), which metabolizes in an anaerobic 
way [62]. No regulative factor exists when the cells are entirely independent, and 
the available alimentation is unlimited (like in most in vitro experiments). The 
metabolic rate is linearly proportional to the mass, so the exponent is 1α ≅  [30].  

The metabolic transformation of the cells [63] is one of the well-recognized 
hallmarks of malignancy [64] that has an emerging intensive interest in the field 
of oncology [65], as the core hallmark of cancer [66]. The adaptation of mito-
chondria in energy-limited conditions is the focus of the research [67]. The tu-
mor forces the development of the angiogenetic processes [68] and overcomes 
the energy limitations. The vascularity is promoted [69], and the rapid develop-
ment by intensive proliferation supports the changes of the scaling behavior [70]. 
Without extra angiogenesis (starting clusters), only the ready-made capacity of 
the delivery is available, so the tumor has a suboptimal alimentation. In the be-
ginning, its fractal structure was developed, which is similar to the healthy 
structure, so the four-dimensional scaling remains valid (28).  

When the tumor develops, the fractal structure of vascularity changes. Con-
sequently, its fractal dimension changes too. The forced angiogenesis [68] tries 
to provide a sufficient supply to the hypoxic (insufficiently supported) tumor, 
and the structure changes rapidly, broadening the scaling exponent in a wide 
range [71]. The missing supply suppresses the scaling exponent, shown in (27). 
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Still, the angiogenetic pool changes the trend, approaching linearity. The unli-
mited availability of nutrients for every cell realizes the linearity measured in vi-
tro [48], limited to ~0.9 in vivo by insufficient oxygen transport [72]. However, 
the angiogenesis is usually not fast enough to supply the faster-growing larger 
tumors, so the inner part of the tumor becomes necrotic, forming a smaller liv-
ing mass to supply, easing the energy distribution [68]. The essential message of 
the cases of insufficient alimentation from the calculations above is that when 
the fractal dimension of the supplying network grows, the scaling exponent de-
creases. The four-dimensionality and the allometry with the evolutional opti-
mizing request are not the same approaches: further evolution conditions have a 
higher than four-dimensional allometric scaling. The tumor mass is a somewhat 
indefinite parameter because the whole environment of the tumor suffers from 
suboptimal alimentation. Consequently, we tried to find a more fundamental 
networking condition parameter published elsewhere [73].  

There is a vast number of researches about the vascular development of the 
tumor progression, calculating the fractal dimension of the vascularity. The in 
silico modeling of the growing tumor vessel architecture in high-grade gliomas 
[74] shows that the fractal dimension is less than 1 in the avascular state and 
growing linearly by time, reaching 2760 h 1.2tD = ≅  at 2760 ht = , by slope ap-
proximately 46.2 10−≅ × . In a longer time, the development of the fractal di-
mension drastically changes, follows a less rapid development (slope 42.5 10−≅ × ) 
until 4000 h 1.48tD = ≅ . We may assume that the fractal dimension 1.2 characte-
rizes the finally developed vessel structure inside the tumor, followed by 
neo-angiogenetic processes reaching the tumor-surface, changing the vascular 
architecture, growing slower to the higher values of the fractal dimension.  

In optimal alimentation, the allometric scaling shows exponent 3/4 (24); which 
supposes the 1

0l L∝ , so the vascular fractal dimension in this case is 1vaD = . 
However 1vaD >  by the growing vessel network, so 3 4α <  in the allometric 
scaling of tumor-vascularity due to the suboptimal energy supply, which triggers 
the angiogenesis. Using the results from in silico model-calculations, the internal  

growth of the vessels have ( )
2.8

0.7004
0 1i

B m m∝ = , or ( )
3

0.7144.2
0 2i

B m m∝ = ,  

according to the assumption of suboptimal alimentation by maximal metabolic 
rate (case 1) or by the metabolic rate forced four-dimensional “optimizing” con-
cept (case 2). When the external angiogenesis is developing, the allometry  

changes: ( )
2.52

0.634
0 1e

B m m∝ = , and ( )
3

0.674.48
0 2e

B m m∝ = . So, the optimizing  

of the suboptimal energy availability in extended angiogenetic cases realizes the 
allometry, which fits the simple geometrical expectations 2 3α =  well.  

The measurements of vascular fractal dimensions in various tumors show a 
lower scaling exponent than the ideal 3/4, depending on the conditions of the 
tumor-angiogenesis development. For example, when the epithelial-connective 
tissue interfaces with a malignant tumor in the oral mucosa, it is 1.41vaD ≥  
[75], the scaling exponent in suboptimal alimentation situations in cases 1 and 2 
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are 0.64α ≅  and 0.68α = . The last one (optimal distribution of the subopti-
mally available energy) is near the “conventional” 2/3. Another microscopic 
evaluation of angio-structures [76] shows lower values of α , like the fractal di-
mension of the normal and malignant tissues are healthy 1.65D ≅  and 

malignant 1.74D ≅ , respectively [77]; resulting in low α  values. In other evalua-
tions, the vascular structure’s dimensionality grows to 1.9, which provides the 
maximal energy usage of the suboptimal alimentation, and the exponent became 
as low as 0.525α = .  

It is interesting to see the effect of various anti-tumor treatments on the vas-
cular fractal dimension. The treatment changes the vascularization and sup-
presses the fractal dimension forms 1.135 1.037, 0.933, 0.982 by Photodynamic 
Therapy (PDT); Cysteine Proteases Inhibitors (CPI), combined therapy, PDT 
and CPI [78]; which corresponds in cases when the maximalizing of the ener-
gy-supply is equivalent to the allometric exponents of 0.716, 0.741, 0.767 and 
0.755, respectively (the optimal distribution of the suboptimal availability would 
be 0.726, 0.743, 0.763, and 0.753). By treating VEGF165, the fractal dimension 
increases from 1.65 to 1.69, decreasing the allometric exponent [79] [80]. In ma-
trigel inoculated human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) treated by 
docetaxel, the fractal dimension of the vascular structure has decreased from 1.2 
to 1.09, corresponding in case 1 control treated0.70; 0.73α α≅ ≅ , and in case 2 

control treated0.71; 0.73α α≅ ≅  [81]. The fractal analysis is a successful and rather 
accurate method for monitoring the efficacy of angiogenic consequences of 
therapies [82].  

 

 
(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 2. The summary of the structure of calculation. (a) The biophysical considerations 
(b) The mathematical description.  
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5. Summary 

We had shown that the allometric relation of basal metabolic rate and the tumor 
mass depends on the fractal dimension of the vascular structure. Due to the 
desperate need for energy supply and the intensive proliferation of the malignant 
tumor, cancer does not have an optimal alimentation. Two strategies could dis-
tribute the available (not sufficient) energy by the main transport of it, the vas-
cular network:  

1) Assuming that the cell cluster tries to maximize its metabolic rate by the 
surface transports and lowers the scaling exponent from the value of 3/4; 

2) Accepting that in the case of a four-dimensional volumetric behavior limits 
the energy supply. The tumor optimizes the energy distribution in its volume in 
among these conditions.  

The structure of the biophysical considerations and their mathematical steps 
are summarized in Figure 2.  

The two strategies in consequent phases of tumor growth optimize the availa-
ble energy by different allometric scalings. The organized optimum of the sub-
optimal availability of energy gives lowered allometric scaling exponents. 
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Abstract 
Pressure injuries are frequent secondary complications that occur in patients 
with Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), and the recurrence rate of ischial pressure in-
jury is highest in SCI patients. Most SCI patients use wheelchairs, and some 
studies have shown a relationship between buttock pressure and sitting post-
ure. However, the pressure distribution during wheelchair maneuvering is 
unclear. We measured and compared the shift of the ischial region when ma-
neuvering a standard wheelchair or electric wheelchair in healthy adults. The 
subjects drove wheelchairs on a flat ground of 10 m and the shift of ischial re-
gion was measured with a pressure distribution-measuring device. The ischial 
region shifted forward or backward while maneuvering both the standard 
wheelchair and the electric wheelchair, and the shift rate of the ischial region 
was not significantly different between the standard wheelchair and the elec-
tric wheelchair. The ischial region shift occurred when the forward head 
moved by the video while maneuvering both a standard wheelchair and an 
electric wheelchair. Therefore, the shift might occurred because the pelvis 
shifted forward in conjunction with head movement during maneuvering of 
both the standard wheelchair and the electric wheelchair. This result showed 
that it is important to reduce head and trunk movements when maneuvering 
a wheelchair to reduce the shear force on the buttocks and prevent pressure 
injuries. 
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1. Introduction 

Pressure injuries are caused by pressure and shear forces. The activity level of 
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) patients who maneuver a wheelchair by themselves is 
high, and they can drive a car, carry out work, etc. [1]. SCI patients have patho-
logically protruding bone due to muscle atrophy of the buttocks and joint con-
tracture, which are risk factors for pressure injury development [2]. Pressure in-
jury frequently occurs particularly on the sacral area, ischial area, and the heel in 
SCI patients [3], and the postoperative recurrence rate was 27% [4]. Moreover, 
Jensen reported that the recurrence rate of ischial pressure injury was highest at 
53% compared to that of the other site [5]. The ischial pressure injury often un-
dergoes flap surgery but this surgical treatment needs 2 weeks-bed rest [6], and 
bed rest induces disuse syndrome such as autonomic disorder and muscle atro-
phy. Thus, it is crucial to prevent ischial pressure injury development and recur-
rence. Therefore, some studies have compared the seating pressure distribution 
effects of seating cushions [7] [8] and the effects of back support and the reclin-
ing wheelchair angle on buttock pressure [9] [10] [11] to prevent ischial and sa-
cral pressure injuries. However, these studies assessed buttock pressure in a se-
dentary sitting posture, and the pressure distribution during wheelchair maneu-
vering is unclear. As mentioned above, pressure and shear forces cause pressure 
injuries. The shear force and pressure may occur on the ischial area when the 
wheelchair cause maneuvers because the trunk and pelvis move during maneu-
vering.  

Therefore, we revealed the shear stress on the ischial site while maneuvering 
the standard type of wheelchair and electric wheelchair.  

2. Subjects and Methods 

The subjects were 20 healthy adults (10 men and 10 women). Height, weight, 
Body Mass Index (BMI), and upper limb length were measured. Those with a 
BMI of 25 kg/m2 or more were excluded, and 19 subjects (10 males and 9 fe-
males) were measured, and all subjects were right-handed. 

The change in the maximum pressure section during maneuvering of the 
wheelchair was measured. A pressure distribution-measuring device (FSA; Force 
Sensitive Applications, Takano, Japan) was used to measure the sitting pressure. 
It consists of a 533 mm2, pressure measure seat including 16 × 16 pressure sen-
sor (1 piece 25.4 mm, center spacing 3.1 mm), data conversion interface module, 
wireless kit, and Personal Computer (PC). A standard wheelchair was used as a 
self-propelled wheelchair in the experiment. The electric wheelchair used was 
JW Active (Yamaha Motor, Japan). Two standard wheelchairs of different seat 
widths were used according to the physique of the subject. An electric wheelchair 
joystick was installed on the right armrest. The footrest for both self-propelled and 
electric was adjusted so that the height of the footrest was 5 cm or more from the 
floor. The FSA seat was laid along the front edge of the wheelchair seat. The FSA 
sampling interval was set at 5 Hz. The subjects wore seamless shorts. In this ex-
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periment, to clarify the position of the ischial region, aluminum plates with a 
length of 4 cm and a width of 2 cm were attached to both sciatic regions of the 
subject, and a dressing material (Tegasorb™ hydrocolloid dressing, 3M Health-
care) was attached for sensor protection. This was confirmed by using a friction 
reduction tool (multi-glove, paramount bed) to determine whether there was 
any discrepancy between the actual position of the ischial region and the posi-
tion displayed using the device. 

For the driving method, a certain method was set so that there would be no 
difference due to driving. For self-propelled wheelchairs, the apex of the hand 
rim was set to 0˚. Instructions were given to drive in the range of 30˚ to 60˚ for-
ward, and the number of drives was set to once per second according to the me-
tronome. The electric wheelchair was set to 3.8 km/h and the subjects were in-
structed to move only their right hand. After practicing the driving method for 
both the standard wheelchair and the electric wheelchair, the pressure on the 
ischial region was measured by driving on a flat ground of 10 m three times 
each. The movement of the body during driving was recorded from the side us-
ing a PC equipped with a camera. 

A chi-square test was used for statistical analysis, and the risk rate was set to 
less than 5% in each case. 

3. Results 

The characteristics of the participants are listed in Table 1. The average driving 
time of a self-propelled wheelchair was 10.1 ± 1.4 seconds for men and 10.7 ± 2.1 
seconds for women, the average number of driving times was 10.0 ± 1.3 times 
for men and 10.6 ± 2.0 times for women, and the average driving speed was 3.63 
± 0.51 m/s for men and 3.50 ± 0.62 m/s for women. Regarding the presence or 
absence of ischial displacement, it was judged that the ischial displacement oc-
curred only when the maximum pressure region of the ischial pressure distribu-
tion moved anteriorly or posteriorly, and the position of the original maximum 
pressure region moved in the same direction. The displacement of the ischial re-
gion that occurred in this study was a forward sensor. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple in which the sitting pressure distribution in the ischial region changed and 
displacement occurred when driving a self-propelled wheelchair. Figure 1(a) 
shows the distribution at the moment when the hand rim is pushed forward, 
Figure 1(b) shows the distribution at the moment when the hand is released 
from the hand rim, and Figure 1(c) shows the distribution at the moment when 
the hand rim is gripped again. The area surrounded by a square on the sensor 
seat was the position of the ischium. A comparison of Figure 1(a) and Figure 
1(b) shows that the maximum pressure region of both ischia moves forward, 
and when comparing Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c), the maximum pressure re-
gion returns to the rear.  

For electric wheelchairs, the moment of the joystick was pushed forward was 
set as the start of driving. Similar to the self-propelled wheelchair, those who 
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showed a change in the maximum pressure region during driving were taken as 
an example of displacement in the ischial region. In self-propelled wheelchairs, 
the number of people with ischial displacement was eight for men and three for 
women, and the displacement detection rates (number of detectors/subjects) 
were 80% for men and 33.3% for women. In electric wheelchairs, the number of 
people with ischial displacement was three for men and three for women, and 
the displacement detection rates were 30% for men and 33.3% for women. Table 
2 and Table 3 show the number of deviation section for each subject, Table 4 
shows the number of people who have a deviation in each wheelchair. 

No significant association was found in the ischial displacement between the 
wheelchairs in all subjects. Distinguishing between men and women, a signifi-
cant association was found between self-propelled wheelchair driving and ischial 
displacement in men (p < 0.05), while no significant association was found in 
women.  

 

 
Figure 1. Sitting pressure distribution in the ischial region. The area surrounded by 
qualifications means ischial area. (a): The moment that a subject pushed the hand rim 
forward; (b): The moment that a subject released the hand rim; (c): The moment that a 
subject griped the hand rim again. Right and left ischial area shifted forward when a 
subject released the hand rim (a, b), and the ischial are returned the rear (b, c).  

 
Table 1. Characteristics of subjects. 

 Male Female 

Age (years) 22 ± 1.9 21 ± 0.8 

Height (cm) 169.2 ± 3.92 160.1 ± 5.17 

Wight (kg) 58.2 ± 4.42 53.4 ± 5.66 

BMI (kg/m2) 20.3 ± 1.27 20.3 ± 1.38 

Upper limb length (cm) 55.5 ± 1.43 51.8 ± 2.15 
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Table 2. The number of deviation section in male. 

 
Standard  

wheelchair 
1st drive 

Standard  
wheelchair 
2nd drive 

Standard  
wheelchair 
3rd drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
1st drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
2nd drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
3rd drive 

Ischial Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right 

Case A 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case B 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case C 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Case D 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

Case E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case F 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case G 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Case H 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case I 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 3. The number of deviation section in female. 

 
Standard  

wheelchair 
1st drive 

Standard  
wheelchair 
2nd drive 

Standard  
wheelchair 
3rd drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
1st drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
2nd drive 

Electric 
wheelchair 
3rd drive 

Ischial Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right 

Case a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Case c 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Case d 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case g 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Case h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 4. The number of people who have a deviation in each wheelchair. 

 Deviation (+) Deviation (−) 

Satndard wheelchair 11 (8, 3) 8 (2, 6) 

Electric wheelchair 6 (3, 3) 13 (7, 6) 

Number (male, female). 

4. Discussion 

This study showed that the pressure of the ischial region shifted during maneu-
vering of the wheelchair. It is considered that the change in the position of the 
maximum pressure region during wheelchair driving, which occurred in this 
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study, reflects the anterior-posterior movement of the ischium on the seat. This 
movement of the ischium is thought to be caused by the anterior-posterior tilt of 
the trunk that occurs during driving and the accompanying anterior-posterior 
tilt of the pelvis. When the ischium moves on the seat due to the anterior-poste- 
rior tilt of the pelvis, a shift occurs between the ischium and the subcutaneous 
tissue, which is considered to be a risk factor for the development of pressure 
ulcers. Therefore, we provide guidance on wheelchair prescriptions and contrain-
dications for patients with SCI who have pressure ulcers in the ischial region and 
patients who require pressure ulcer management in the ischial region by mea-
suring the displacement of the ischial region when driving a wheelchair in a 
healthy person. Based on this, we compared the changes in the maximum pres-
sure of the ischial region when driving two types of wheelchairs, a self-propelled 
wheelchair, and an electric wheelchair, and investigated the factors that cause the 
deviation. 

No significant association was found between the wheelchair and ischial re-
gion in any of the subjects. In contrast, a significant association was observed in 
men. Those who were found to have a displacement of the ischial region tended 
to have pronounced head movements while driving based on the observation 
results of the video. In addition, because all changes in the maximum pressure 
region occur anteriorly, the pelvis is considered to tilt backward and the ischium 
moves anteriorly. However, according to Yang’s study [12] at a rate of 0.9 m/s, 
there is little activity in the core muscles, and when driving on flat ground, there 
is almost no activity of the lower limb muscles, and there is no anterior-posterior 
tilt of the trunk [13]. In this study, the average driving speed of men is 1.01 ± 
0.14 m/s, and women 0.97 ± 0.17 m/s, which is equivalent to the result of Yang’s 
study [13], so it is unlikely that muscle contraction caused movement in the pel-
vis. 

The upper limb forms of self-propelled wheelchairs are classified into four 
types [14], and all of them apply force diagonally forward when driving [15]. A 
force was applied in the vertical direction and backward from the hand rim ac-
cording to the law of action and reaction (Figure 2). The ischial region might 
shift as the upper limbs receive this backward force and the pelvic tilt backward. 

 

 
Figure 2. The force applied on the hand rim. A force was applied in the vertical 
direction and backward from the hand rim during wheelchair maneuvering. 
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There was also an example in which a change in the maximum pressure was 
observed while measuring with an electric wheelchair. The change in the maxi-
mum pressure was observed only when the joystick was pushed forward at the 
start of driving. Because the maximum pressure region did not change during 
driving, it is possible that when the joystick was pushed forward, the subject’s 
head was bent forward and the trunk was tilted back and forth, causing a shift. 
Therefore, concerning driving an electric wheelchair on a straight line on flat 
ground as measured this time, it is unlikely that the ischial region will shift un-
less the head and trunk are moved when pushing the joystick forward.  

The results of this study suggest that the movement of the head and trunk 
during driving may cause a shift in the ischial region. Therefore, it is desirable to 
prescribe an electric wheelchair to the patient or instruct the patient to drive 
with minimal movement of the head and trunk. For patients with SCI who are 
self-propelled in a wheelchair as a means of transportation, restricted activity 
due to pressure ulcers in the ischial region leads to a decrease in Quality of Life 
(QOL) [16]. To improve the QOL of SCI patients, it is desirable to use an electric 
wheelchair while the pressure ulcer in the ischial region is healing, and to teach 
them how to drive a self-propelled wheelchair from a preventive point of view 
after healing. 

This study was conducted on flat ground under conditions in which the driv-
ing method was restricted. As the driving speed increases, the activity of the 
trunk muscles and the forward tilt of the trunk also increase [8]; therefore, it is 
predicted that the displacement of the ischial region will be larger than the result 
of this study if the driving speed is increased. As described above, it is necessary 
to assume driving in all situations to spend time in a wheelchair in daily life. By 
measuring the displacement of the ischial region under various conditions, such 
as gradient, speed, and activities of daily living, more advanced knowledge can 
be obtained. Therefore, measurement under different conditions, as described 
above, is an issue that should be examined in the future. 

The FSA sensor mat used this time has a structure in which square sensors 
with a side of 25.4 mm are lined up at intervals of 3.1 mm. Because the sitting 
pressure is displayed only when it is applied to the sensor, the pressure applied 
between the sensors cannot be measured. Regardless of size, displacement is a 
risk factor for pressure ulcers; therefore, it is necessary to measure small changes 
in sitting pressure. However, because of the structure of the sensor mat used this 
time, it was only possible to measure the deviation in units of at least one square 
(25.4 mm + 3.1 mm2). To investigate the displacement of the ischial region in 
more detail, it is necessary to re-verify it using a device that measures the dis-
placement. 

5. Conclusion 

The ischial region shifted during the maneuvering of both the standard wheel-
chair and the electric wheelchair. Since it is thought that the movement of the 
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spinal column and trunk causes displacement, it is better not to use a self-propelled 
wheelchair during the period when protection of ischial pressure ulcers is re-
quired, such as in the early postoperative period. In addition, it is necessary to 
provide wheelchair users with guidance on driving methods that reduce the dis-
engagement force. 
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